iRead – simply read

The reading software iRead converts a Windows-PC with scanner and screen
reader into an open reading system.

There is only one key press between the start
of the program and reading out the first page of
printed text. iRead automatically detects the
connected scanner and uses, based on a
databank, the best settings for the connected
model. One more keystroke and iRead
analyses the orientation of the scanned
document.
Choose whether iRead should read out the
scanned text sentence by sentence, word by
word or character by character and
whether it should analyze the text
structure to present a complete
overview of the document.
Headlines are detected by iRead
within the scanning process and a
directory is created directly. This
unique feature allows jumping from
headline to headline within the text.

Seek and find
To get to a specific word within the scanned text,
simply use the search function. Alternatively
Bookmarks can be placed at any desired position
within the text.

Fast-track multiple pages with batch scanning
To scan many pages at a time, batch
scanning is ideal. iRead detects the turn
of a page and starts the scanning
process automatically without the need
of having to press a button. The text
recognition will start only after the
complete text was scanned.
Combined with a camera, iRead Now
offers the same batch processing
function. Place a book under the camera
and simply page through – click by click,
the whole book is scanned. The text will
be processed subsequently.

Access through iRead
To read multiple image formats with iRead and
detect text within the picture, simply upload. iRead
automatically corrects any perspective bias or
twirls and reads out the text shown in the picture.

Also available as
iRead Now, inclusive
document camera.
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iRead was optimized for the use with screen
readers. For those who do not use one of the
common screen readers like Window-Eyes, JAWS
or ZoomText with Voice Out, there is the free
screen reader NVDA, which is ideal to be used in
combination with Handy Tech Braille displays.

